Building a best-in-class cybersecurity program starts with Microsoft.

**KEY BENEFITS**

**Tailored Guidance**
Generic recommendations yield average results

Working toward specific and measurable goals is key to any program's success and information security is not different. Relying solely on technology agnostic frameworks and using tips and tricks from Internet guides misses the context of your organization's current posture, business goals, and financial constraints. Difenda has helped organizations of all sizes and shapes get the absolute most from Microsoft Security.

**Trusted by Microsoft**
We’re their secret weapon and we can be yours too.

When Microsoft Security customers with particularly challenging environments request help from the Microsoft partner ecosystem, Microsoft calls Difenda – and for good reason. We are highly certified, hold Microsoft Threat Protection advanced specialization in security, are a member of MISA, and a member of an exclusive Microsoft product incubator that gives us unparalleled insight and capability.

**Proven Experience**
Built on years of security operations service delivery

Book knowledge only takes you so far and that's why Difenda's years of experience delivering security operations for customers in every industry with a diverse range of complex requirements. Don't just take our word for it – our operations are also ISO 27001, SOC 2 Type II, and PCI DSS certified.

**Clear and Valuable Insights**
Actionable recommendations for tangible outcomes

For every engagement Difenda produces a detailed report, written in plain language, which outlines specific actions that will have material positive impacts for customers. Financial savings from licensing and operational optimizations as well as technical enhancements to add new capabilities and meet complex requirements. Difenda also engages directly with executive leadership to deliver report findings and answer any questions, leaving customers confident in their clear new action plan.

See The Difference A Personalized Approach To Cybersecurity Makes

SPEAK TO A MICROSOFT SECURITY EXPERT: www.difenda.com | sales@difenda.com | 1-866-252-2103